Mark J Leonardi Architect PA is seeking dedicated intern architect available for full-time employment.

We are looking for candidates that are interested in challenging the conformity and homogeneity of architectural design that is predominately found in Florida.

Design and the ability to work in a collaborative environment with architects within the Firm is paramount and will be the primary focus in the first year of internship. The ability to clearly represent architectural ideas in in both 2 and 3 dimensional media will be mandatory for consideration.

We believe that a strong design background is the first step into the field of architecture not the experience of practice within an office.

Education: Bachelors Degree in Architecture.

Experience: AutoCad fluency is mandatory. Three dimensional rendering knowledge, such as SketchUp, Rhino and V-ray/Lumion, will also be very important for consideration.

Respond via email with Resume AND Portfolio of work to mjarchitect@earthlink.net. Applications submitted without Portfolio will not be considered.

The office of MJLA is a small, process oriented firm focusing on exploring attitudes which challenge the conformity and social pressures that currently, and predominantly, influence the architectural profession.